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It's a brand-new Brain Quest format geared to give the earliest learners a leg up on writing, reading,

and using numbers: Brain Quest Write & Erase sets. These are titles that feed a real needâ€”helping

preschoolers get ready for kindergarten.Featuring an attached pack of 40 large, write-on, wipe-off

cards plus a dry-erase pen, each deck teaches a critical skill in a very practical way while at the

same time being fun, entertaining, and informativeâ€”in the classic Brain Quest manner.Numbers

helps kids write their 123s and includes the basics of math-readiness.Brain Quest Write & Erase

sets are perfect for parents who want to help kids take learning in their own handsâ€”and to instill

that core message of Brain Quest: Itâ€™s Fun to Be Smart!
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I was at the local brick and mortar store and saw this and picked it up. From the time I opened it my

son was in love he has been having a little trouble with his drawling of numbers. Each page has a

number printed on it then beside it a outline and next to that a blank space. The child then takes the

dry erase marker and copies over the drawling then the outline and them makes his version of the

same image in the blank space the ink then can be wiped off and done as many times as you or the

child likes. My son sits for hours with this he loves it but not as much as the shape and color one

,but i like the option of switching the books up so he does not get board.This book is small in the

same format as the other brain quest flashcard sets so it fits well in my son's hands also. I have

found other Brain quest Write & erase sets on  and I am planning to get more as well as copies for

my nieces and nephews.



My 4.5 year old son loves all of the Brain Quest cards, and the write on wipe offs are great when he

needs a quiet activity (ie church). The only drawback is that the marker ink stains clothes. This can

be a bit of a problem if writing on the cards while holding them inhis lap. Other than that, it is a great

product. I would suggest finding washable dry erase markers to use instead. Expo Washable Bullet

Tip Dry Erase Markers, 6 Colored Markers We have also found that hand sanitizer on a paper towel

is a great way to clean the cards.

This is a great tool for practicing numbers!! We have the letter one too. Great for taking to the

doctor's office while waiting or on trips. My preschoolers enjoy writing and being able to erase their

mistakes. We're already through the first pen that came with the book and so we now use other dry

eraser markers.

This is a wonderful product for on the go parents. Its ready, yu have nothing to do but pick it up and

go, it gives you that extra time you need with your child, it gives you tive to give you extra time to

teach you child how to find and ppick up more details that is a vitail part of reading. It's just an

exclent product.

These quick and easy cards are great for my son. We don't always play with them as intended (He

is 3 with a short attention span) but we always have a great time together. With these I am very

surprised to find out just how much my son already know and how fast he can learn.
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